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A "smooth" quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) model for semiconductor devices is
derived by a Chapman-Enskog expansion of the Wigner-Boltzmann equation which can
handle in a mathematically rigorous way the discontinuities in the classical potential
energy which occur at heterojunction barriers in quantum semiconductor devices. A
dispersive quantum contribution to the heat flux term in the QHD model is introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This investigation is concerned with the derivation
of a quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) model in the
presence of discontinuities in the classical poten-
tial energy which occur at heterojunction barriers
in quantum semiconductor devices. In general,
QHD models describe the motion of an ensemble
of charged particles (electrons) in the mean field
approximation and are of the form

Otn + Vx. (nu) 0, (1)

Ot(mnu) + Vx [P + mnuur] + enVxVtt -+-
mnu

(2)

t(w + mlul2n) + Vx [q + wu + 2Pu + mulul2n]
+ 2en(VxVtt)" U

W + mlul2n 3nTo+ 0, (3)
"rw

Vtt VM + VB, (4)

where the particle ensemble is described by its
density n, its group velocity u, and its internal
energy density w. (Note that w here is twice the
usual internal energy density.) Equations (1)-(3)
give the conservation of particles, momentum, and
energy, respectively. VM is the mean field poten-
tial which is computed from Poisson’s equation.
We will, however, for the purposes of this paper,
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416 C.L. GARDNER AND C. RINGHOFER

assume VM to be given and ignore the self-con-
sistent coupling. In the presence of interfaces
between different materials, this mean field po-
tential is calibrated by the barrier potential Ve

which models the gap between the conduction
bands of each material. Thus Ve is a given func-
tion which is constant inside each material. The
constants rn and e denote the effective mass and
the charge of the electron. Boltzmann’s constant

k has been set to 1. -p and 7w denote the relaxa-
tion times for momentum and energy, and To is
the ambient temperature.

In order to close the hydrodynamic system the
remaining variables (the stress tensor P and the
heat flux q) have to be expressed in terms of
the primary variables n, u, w and V. For the
classical hydrodynamic system this closure is ob-
tained through the Maxwellian assumption [1],
giving q= 0 and P= (w/3)I. In the quantum case
the first two conservation laws (1) and (2) can be
derived directly from a nonlinear Schr6dinger
equation. In this case one obtains an explicit
formula for the internal energy density w in terms
of n, depending on the form of interaction po-
tential used in the Hamiltonian of the Schr6dinger
equation [2]. Alternatively, one can start from
the Wigner-Boltzmann equation

OtF +-Vx (pF)
m

ie[vtt(x (X---i] -+- - ’P) gtOt hp)]F
+ Q(F) O,

using a more or less phenomenological collision
operator Q, and derive the system directly by com-
puting the moments of the Wigner (distribution)
function F(x, p, t). Closure (expressions for P and q
in terms of n, u, and w) is then obtained by using
an appropriately parametrized thermal equilibrium
distribution function. We introduce the notation

M(F) f Fdp, M) (F) /pjFdp,

Mk(F fp:pFdp,
(6)

M(F) f pjlpl2Fdp,

Mk(F fpplplZFdp,
(7)

trM2(F) /Ipl2Fdp’ trM4(F) / [p[4Fdp’

(8)

for the moments of a function Fwith respect to the
momentum vector p. (M and M3 are vectors
and M2 and M4 are 3 x 3 matrices.) Here the sym-
bol tr denotes the usual trace of a matrix. The
QHD equations are obtained by taking the first
three moments (M,M1, trM2) of Eq. (5) and by
expressing the moments of the Wigner function
F in terms of center of mass coordinates. If we de-
fine n as the zero order moment of the Wigner
function F and the mean velocity by n=MF,
mnu MIF, and define the centered distribution F
by F’(x,p, t) F(x,p + mu, t), we obtain the QHD
system (1)-(3) where the variables are now defined
by the moments of F and Fr:

M2Fn MF, u M1F, P (9)
mgt m

M3F,w trM2f’ trP, q - (10)
rn

and the collision operator Q is assumed to be of
such a form that its moments satisfy

MQ O, M1O
mn
U-p

mw + m2[u[2n 3mnTotrM2Q
7"w

(11)

Thus the closure problem for the QHD equations
can be formulated as expressing the shifted mo-
ments M2F and M3F of the Wigner function
F in equation (5) in terms of the primary vari-
ables MF, M1F, and trM2F’. We will derive expres-
sions for P and q in terms of the primary variables
n, u, and w via a Chapman-Enskog expansion of
the Wigner-Boltzmann equation (5) using a BGK
type collision operator which conserves particles
and relaxes momentum and energy according to the
relaxation times -p and 7w. The basic assumption
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here is that the momentum relaxation time -p is
much smaller than the energy relaxation time w.
The expansion will use the small dimensionless pa-
rameter "r=’rp/’rw. Furthermore we consider the
Wigner-Boltzmann equation in a moderately high
field regime, meaning that differences in the mean
field potential Va dominate differences in the bar-
rier potential Ve, but that collisions are still the
strongest mechanism in Eq. (5). The results of this
procedure are closure conditions of the form

w
P -51 + h2 (pQl+ pQ2),

5"rpW { w’ hZn (12)
q-- 9--Vx -xU’

where the quantum corrections to the stress tensor
P are determined by the equilibrium distribution
function used in the BGK operator. An approxi-
mate form of the equilibrium distribution function
is derived in Section 3 via a Chapman-Enskog type
expansion of the Bloch equation [3], which deter-
mines the thermal equilibrium distribution function
for a thermalized quantum system of Boltzmann
distributed states. The quantum corrections pQ1
and pQ2 are given by

pl 4mw OxH 5 6j&xH
(13)

H= -lnn+ln 3nh2
en2

{30x x}p2= 4row

r2 2i@(mw/3n)Vx (x), (14)

11r2() 72 exp (72 1) dr, (15)

where the term r2Vs is a smoothed version of the
barrier potential. It is a relatively easy exercise to
show that the symbol of the pseudo-differential
operator r decays like ]([-z for large . There-
fore the second partial derivatives of rzVs have
essentially the same discontinuities as the original
barrier potential Vs.
The formulas (12)-(15) close the QHD system

and a solution can be computed in terms of the

primary variables n, u, and w. Due to physical con-
siderations it is important to define a tempera-
ture T by adding an equation of state relating
the internal energy density w to the temperature.
Using the same Chapman-Enskog expansion of
the Bloch equation, the equation of state can be de-
rived (albeit with a slight inconsistency, explain-
ed in Section 3). It is of the form

{ [ (j2h2n
Ax T ln nw 3nT- 12m---- 2rmT

+ Axr2 2i----- Vx V(x).

(16)

Neglecting O(h4) and O(ph2) terms, the stress ten-
sor P and the heat flux q are then given in terms
of the temperature as

P nT6jk + hZ(PQl’+ pQ2’),
5"rpnT vxT

hZn
q

m -4--m Axu’
(17)

12mT Oxjk TIn -n h2
(18)

PjkQ2, en ( h
4mT

Oxjkv2
2 x/-m-Vx)Vn(x). (19)

Thus the resulting QHD system, using the equa-
tion of state (16), is of the form

Otn + Vx (nu) 0, (20)

Ot(mnu) + Vx(nr) + Vx. [mnuur + h2(pQI’ + pQ2’)]
mnu

+ enVxgtt -- 0, (21

Ot(w + mlul2n)

+ Vx [ 5"rpnTm VxT
h2n
-m Axu + wu

+ 2nTu + 2h2 (pQl’ + pO.2’)u

+ mu]u[2n]
+ 2en(VxVtt) u

w + m]u]Zn 3nTo+ =0,
"rw

(22)
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w 3nT
h2n

/kx T In n
12mT 27rmT

eh2n ( h ) VB-+- AxF2 2ix/--- Vx (X), (23)

gtt= gM "nt- gB. (24)

This QHD system is novel in several respects.
First, note that the heat flux q contains in addition
to the expected heat conduction term of the form
nT7xTa dispersive quantum correction depend-

ing on the second derivative of the velocity (derived
originally in Ref. [4] in a very different way).

Second, note that the first quantum correction
pQl’ of the stress tensor in Eq. (18) reduces up to
a constant factor to the term given by the Bohm
potential [2] if the temperature is held constant.
One result of the Chapman-Enskog expansion of
the equilibrium distribution function is the tem-
perature dependence of this potential. The second
term pQ2’ is essentially the smoothed potential ap-
proximation derived in Refs. [5] and [6]. However,
while the approximations there (closure of the
system by means of a momentum displaced equili-
brium distribution function) led to a hyperbolic
transport system with a parabolic heat flux term,
the new closure, which is based on an asymptotic
analysis of the transient problem, leads to a disper-
sive heat flux term.
Below in Section 2 we derive the approxima-

tion of the Wigner-Boltzmann equation for a
general BGK operator, for which we only use the
moment balance corresponding to the given relaxa-
tion time. This determines the QHD equations up
to the form of the quantum corrections in the stress
tensor. In Section 3 we derive expressions for pQa
and pQ2 from the Bloch equation.

2. THE CHAPMAN-ENSKOG EXPANSION
OF THE WIGNER-BOLTZMANN
EQUATION

In this section we will derive the closure condi-
tions for the quantum hydrodynamic model (i.e.,

the expressions for the stress tensor P and the heat
flux q) from a Chapman-Enskog type expansion of
the Wigner-Boltzmann equation. As a collision
term we will assume a BGK type operator that
relaxes the solution against an equilibrium dis-
tribution function 9t which is parametrized by its
moments Mf and trM29t. The shape of the
closure terms P and q in Eqs. (2) and (3) is
determined by the functional form of this equili-
brium distribution function. The form for f is
then discussed in the next section. The collisionless
Wigner-Boltzmann equation is given by

OtF +- Vx (pF) O[V + VB]F O,
rn

h (x hie[v(x+ 7,) V\ -7,)],o[v]

(25)

where the operator O is defined in the usual sense
of pseudo-differential operators via the Fourier
transform of F. It is a calculus exercise to verify
that Eq. (25) is equivalent to the Schr6dinger equa-
tion for mixed states. That is, if the wave function

b for each pure state satisfies the Schr6dinger
equation

ih
Ax

ie
V + V" (26)

then the Wigner function for the mixed state
defined by

F(x,p, t) x -rl
J

2" x + - r eVdr, (27)

satisfies the Wigner equation (25). Here the aj’s
denote occupation numbers for the state j. The
Wigner-Boltzmann equation is now obtained by
adding a collision term to the Wigner equation
(25) modeling the interaction of the electron with
some background. A physically meaningful colli-
sion operator which can be used in a reasonable
computational context has yet to be developed.
There are many derivations of collision operators
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modeling the interaction of electrons with acous-
tic phonons or systems of coupled oscillators via

second quantization approaches [7-9]. Unfortu-
nately, none of them leads to a form which is
computationally tractable and, at the same time, is
usable in the context of fluid approximations. We
will therefore employ a phenomenological colli-
sion operator which uses only a minimal amount
of information about the actual underlying
physical processes. This information consists of
the integral invariants, or more precisely, of the
balance equations for the moments of the collision
operator describing how it affects the balance of
particle number, momentum, and energy. We as-
sume that this balance is given by the relaxation
terms in Eqs. (1)-(3) and the collision operator of
choice is a BGK operator. Thus we consider the
Wigner-Boltzmann equation

atF +-Vx (pF) O[V + VB]F + Q(F) O,
m

(28)

where the collision operator Q is given by

IF- f((F),p)] ( co2) (29)Q(F) -with "), the relaxation time and f(, p) the desired
equilibrium distribution function parametrized by
its zero and second order moments:

n(p)gt(,p)ap , n (1, (30)[p12).

We will in general assume that the equilibrium
distribution function f is an even function of each
component of the momentum vector p, implying
that all the odd moments of f vanish and that
equilibrium corresponds to a state of zero flux.
Computing the moments of the BGK collision
operator Q using Eq. (30) gives

[M0(F) 1], ml mlM(Q) - (Q) - (F),

[trM2(F) c02],trM2 (a) - (31)

If we define the moments of the Wigner function F
in the usual way via mean velocity and variance as

n :=M(F), mnu := Ml(F),
m(w + mnlul2) trM2(F),

(32)

and match the moments of the collision opera-
tor with the collision terms in the QHD equations
(1) (3) we obtain

1__ (M0 (F) Wl) 0, 1M(F mnu

_1M (F),
rp

(33)

m
[w + mnlu[2 3nT0][trM2(F) w2]

Tw

L (trm2 (F) 3mToM (F)),
’w

(34)

which implies

M0
COl r), Q’ Tp,

co2 (1-rP)trM2(F)rw +rp3mTM(F)’rw (35)

Equation (35) gives co=co(F) as a function of the
moments of F.
We start by bringing the Wigner-Boltzmann

equation (28) into an appropriately scaled and di-
mensionless form. We scale the spatial variable
x by the spatial scale L of the system under con-
sideration (i.e., the device length or the size of the
simulation domain), and the momentum vector p
by the scale given by the classical thermal equili-
brium Maxwell distribution p x/--. We con-
sider the system on the time scale given by the
energy relaxation time rw in Eq. (3). We scale the
potentials VM and Vs by

(x)(x) - v (x)

(36)
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where we denote scaled quantities with a subscript
s and fCM and fzB are the average typical size of
the mean field potential and the barrier height.
Scaling the Wigner function F and its moments
appropriately gives

h (x h
o[v]

h
h:=

(45)

(37)

(38)

(39)

where x=Lxs, p-x/--mop, and t=7-wts. The
scaled particle density, scaled velocity, and scaled
internal energy density are now related to the mo-
ments of the scaled Wigner function via

ns := M (Fs), nsUs Ml(Fs),
(4o)

w trM2 (F’s),

Ps MZ(F), qs M3 (F),
+

(41)

In the same way, we scale the equilibrium distri-
bution function ft by

f(,p) (x/--m-L)-,(s,ps),
CO2 mToL- co s2

COl L- coSl
(42)

implying that the scaled equilibrium distribution
function fts is also described by its moments. The
scaled Wigner-Boltzmann equation now reads

F e[V ]F O,,Fs + CVx, (psFs) -+-Qs(Fs, 7-) O,
7"

Qs(Fs, 7") Fs fs(a(Fs, 7"),Ps),

(43)

(44)

with h denoting the scaled Planck constant related
to the spatial and momentum scales under con-
sideration. The parameters A, C, e, and 7" are given
by

mL

(46)

and the scaled moments cos are given in terms of
the moments of the scaled Wigner function Fs as

COs oz(Fs, T), 01 (Fs, 7") M0 (Fs),
a2 (Fs, 7") (1 T)trM2 (Fs) + 37"M (Fs).

(47)

Note that the collision operator Q depends expli-
citly on the parameter 7" since the parameter co

does. We will consider the following situation: The
barrier height (and the resulting energy scale) is
commensurate with the energy relaxation time

7"w. Thus A and C are O(1). We will also assume
that momentum relaxation happens much faster
than energy relaxation: 7"p << 7"w, 7" << 1. Moreover,
we will assume that the dynamics induced by the
external potential VM is somewhat larger than
the influence of the barriers: << 1. This is a rela-
tively weak effect compared to the dominance of
the collisions, and we will assume 7" << . Hence-
forth we will drop the subscript s for the scaled
variables.
We will now express the shifted Wigner function

F in terms of the moments of F via a Chapman-
Enskog type of expansion. The result of this pro-
cedure is the following

PROPOSITION If we define the first moments of
the Wigner function F by n := MF and nu := M1F
and the centered Wigner function by F(x, p, t)
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F(x, p+ u, t), then F’ is given asymptotically in

terms of n, u, and its second moment w trMZF as

(48)

with the operator A given by

A[U]f’= fl sh
(49)

We will delay the proof of Proposition 1, the ac-
tual expansion procedure, to the end of this sec-
tion, and will first compute the resulting closure
conditions for the QHD equations. To this end, we
first need to compute the moments of the operator
A in Eq. (49). A straightforward calculation shows

M(A[U]f) 0, MI(A[U]f) -UM(f), (50)

M2(A[U]f) -U(MI(f))r MI(f)UT, (51)

M (A[U]f) -2M2(f)U (trM2(f))U
h2

4- --M (f)AxU. (52)

(Keep in mind that M and M3 are defined as
vectors and M2 is a matrix). Computing the
moments of F’ asymptotically from Eq. (48), i.e.,
dropping the O(r2/) term, we obtain

MF n, P MZF M2f(n, w),
(53)

trM2F w.

M3(A[u]f(n, w,p)) -2(MZ2(n, w))u wu

h2n+-AxU, (55)

2 (M29t)(Vx. M2) WVx. M2

+-Ax -Vx’M2f +Vx’M4.
(56)

Using the fact that Mzft P, we obtain the heat
flux by building the third moment M3 of Eq. (48)
using Eqs. (54)-(56):

h2n W
-Axu + Cw 2_p(Vx p) +_Vx p

4 n

Vx. M4f(n, w)1
Thus, given an equilibrium distribution function
f, the stress tensor and the heat flux are expressed
in terms of the primary variables n, u, and w. In un-
scaled variables the closure conditions for the
QHD system now read

p 1M2f(n mw), (58)
rn

2rp rpW 2_y_n +4m mn mn

tt2"rpn Ax(1Vx p) "rp Vx M4(n, mw)
4m2 - (59)

Computing the third moment of each of the terms
in Eq. (48) gives

M3[u p(n, w,p)] -wu 2(MZf(n, w))u,
(54)

Since the closure now contains additional deriva-
tives in the spatial direction, i.e., diffusive terms,
one immediate question is whether these terms
have the right sign for a well posed problem. The
answer to this question will of course depend on
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the form of the equilibrium distribution function
f used in the BGK collision operator. We sim-
plify the expression for the heat flux by splitting 9t
into its classical and quantum components. What-
ever approximation we use, we can assume that 9t
will reduce to a classical Maxwellian in the classi-
cal limit h 0. The classical Maxwellian, parame-
trized by its moments, is of the form

3n) 3/2
9tC(n’ w’p) n w exp

2w
(60)

and satisfies M2fc(n, w) (w/3)I and
M4C(n, w) (5w2/9n)L If we set f’l c/ h2fa
and, accordingly, P pC+ 2pa and q=qC /-h2qa,
we obtain

pC w
=-I, PQ =--M2aQ(n, (61)

qC 5"rpw ( w ) (62)
9m VX -qa

(63)

This shows that the classical part of the heat flux
is given by the usual heat conduction term corre-
sponding to Fourier’s law. For regimes which are
close to the classical case, i.e., for space and time
sca,tes for which h is small, one will drop the O(rp)
terms in qC. In this case the closed QHD system is of
the form

Otn + Vx (nu) 0, (64)

(w)Ot(mnu) + Vx [mnuuT+ h2PO] + Vx
mnu

+ enxVtt / O, (65)

Ot(w / m[ul2n) + x [ 5--;u / mulul2n
5 -pw (w)9m Vx -n

h2n4m Axu + 2h2pQuI
(w- 3nT0) + mlul2n+ 2en(Vxvtt) U / O.

7"w

(66)

The closure is now completely determined by the
quantum part of the second moment matrix.

Proof of Proposition 1 Before we start the ex-
pansion procedure, we will perform a transforma-
tion of the Wigner-Boltzmann equation which
will simplify the algebra. We will split the Wigner
function F into its even and odd parts with respect
to p, noting that the equilibrium distribution func-
tion f is by assumption an even function of p,
and that the field operator O maps even func-
tions of p into odd functions and vice versa. A
closer inspection of Eq. (43) indicates that the
odd part of F will be small, namely O(-/e). We
therefore set

7"
F=f +-g, (67)

IF(x, t) + F(x, t)],f(x, p, t) - p -p,

g(x,p, t) [F(x,p, t) V(x, -p, t)].
(68)

Furthermore, we will write the symbol of the
pseudo-differential operator O as a function of
the electric field rather than as a function of the
potential. We use the identity

v(x + z) v(x- z) v v(x + zd ,

(69)
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to write

h (x hiaI ( +o[v] -AA[VxV],
(70

Splitting the Wigner-Boltzmann equation into its
even and odd parts gives

T2 T2

rtf +--CVx" (pg) AA[VxVU]g

T2--AA[VVn]g + Q(f, ) 0, (71)

Otg + CVx (pf) -AA[VV]f
A[VV]f + 0. (72)

The even part of the collision operator Q is then
defined by

Q(f 7-) f a(a(f, 7-),p),

o (01, O2), O1 (f, 7-) M(f),
a2(f, 7-) (1 7-)trM2(f) + 37-M(f).

(73)

(74)

We will derive a Chapman-Enskog type asym-
ptotic solution to the scaled Wigner-Boltzmann
equation (43). That is we will derive an asympto-
tic expression of the form

f(x,p,t,T,e) .. (Mf, Mlg, trM2f,p, 7-,e), (75)

g(x,p, t, T, e) .. (Mf, Mlg, trMZf, p, T, e), (76)

where the shape functions and only depend on
space and time through the moments off and g.
We start by setting 7-=e 0 in Eqs. (71), (72) and
obtain for the zero order term

0 Q(fo, O) fo 9t(a(fo, O),p),

-AA[VxVM]fo + go O,
which implies

fo Ft(w,P), go AA[VxVM]Ft(co,P),

(77)

(78)

for a general arbitrary parameter co. In order to
compute the zero order shape functions o and

% we have to write fo and go and therefore co in
terms of the moments no := Mfo, Jo := Mlgo, and

Wo :- tr M2fo. At this point we have to consider the
moments of the operator A. This gives

no, co w0, J0 M (go) -AVxVMno
(79)

Thus, we can in zero order write fo and go in terms
of their moments as

fo o(Mf M2f P),
go bo(Mf Mlg, M2f,P),

Co(n, w,p)= f(n, w,p),

I ]bo(n,J, w,p) -A a(n, w,p).

(80)

(8)

Since we have assumed that 7- << e, the next terms
in the expansion offand g have to be of the form

7-fl and egl, where gl satisfies

CVx (Pfo) -AA[VxVB]fo + gl O,
gl AA[VxVB]Ft(no, wo,p)

CVx. (pf2(no, wo,p)).
(82)

The termfl is actually not relevant for our develop-
ment. Computing the first moment ofgl using Eqs.
(50)-(52) gives

J1 := Mlgl -AnoVxVB CVx M2Q(no, wo)
-Vx. [AnVnI + CM2f(no, wo)]
+ AVBVxno, (83)

where we have written J1 in divergence form since
the barrier potential VB is a discontinuous func-
tion. This shows that in order for this expansion
procedure to make sense, the equilibrium distribu-
tion function 9t has to be of a form such that the
term inside the divergence in Eq. (83) remains con-
tinuous. We assume for the moment that this is
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the case. We then have to compute the next term in
the expansion of the shape function :
(Mf M g, trM2f p, 7-, )

bo(Mf, Mlg, trM2f,p)
+ e1 (Mf, Mlg, trM2f,p) + O(T), (84)

or

go + egl b0(n0 + 7-nl ,J0 + eJl, w0 + 7"wl ,p)
+ ebl (no + 7-nl, J0 + eJ1, w0 + 7-Wl ,p)
+ o(-), (85)

which gives for 7- O, e- O, and (r/e) 0

0o
gl-- (no, Jo, wo,p)J1 + 1 (no, Jo, wo,p). (86)

We note that the shape function o depends
linearly on the flux J, and therefore the Frechet
derivative of 1 in Eq. (86) is given by

0o J1 ] f(no wo,p). (87)OJ (n’ J’ w’P)Jl -A

Bringing this term on the other side we obtain the
functional form of as

1 (n, w,p, VB) aa[VxVB]f(n, w,p)
CVx (pgt(n, w,p))

IZ]f(n, w,p), (88)-A
Z anVxVB + CVx. M2f(n, w). (89)

Combining the terms involving the operator A
gives

1 (n, w,p, VB) -CA I-nl Vx Mf f(n, w,p)

CVx. (pf(n, w,p)). (90)

Thus, in summary, we have expanded the Wigner
function in terms of its moments as

T 7"
F=f +-ge 0(n, w,p) + o(n,J, w,p)

+7"l(n,w,p,VB) + O -- (91)

CMn Mf MF, J Mlg F,

w trM2f trM2F.
(92)

Note that by virtue of the construction, o is an
even function of p with vanishing moments of
odd order, and 0 and 1 are odd functions with
vanishing moments of even order. To evaluate
the stress tensor and the heat flux we have to com-
pute the shifted Wigner function F’(x,p, t)=F(x,
p / u, t) where u is the mean momentum vector
given by M1F uMF. From Eq. (92) we see that
u (7"/n)J. Thus F is given by

(93)

Computing the second moment w tr M2F of
the shifted Wigner function F’ from Eq. (93) gives
3nT w, because VpO, 0, and 1 are all odd fun-
ctions of p. Thus the shifted Wigner function
satisfies

7"
F’(x,p, t) f2(n, w,p)+--J 7p(n, w,p)

En

i )7"CVx.(pa(n,w,p))+ 0 -- (94)

Replacing J by (e/7")nu gives Eq. (48).
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3. ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS
TO THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM

In this section we derive asymptotic approxima-
tions to the thermal equilibrium distribution func-
tion corresponding to Boltzmann distributed states.
The goal here is to find a sufficiently simple expres-
sion for the equilibrium distribution function f in
Section 2, which is parametrized by its moments
in the momentum direction. In general, the density
matrix operator p corresponding to a system of
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H (-h2/2m)A +
V is given by p=g(H) or, more precisely by

(pf)(r) Z g(/n)Cnn(r),
n

Cn :-- f
(95)

The initial condition is obtained from the fact that
for /3=0 the operator p equals the identity
operator, and the integral kernel p in Eq. (97)
can be obtained from solving the initial value
problem (98) and evaluating the solution at /3
lIT. Since we will be particularly interested in the
moments of the Wigner function [10] correspond-
ing to the density matrix operator p, it is convenient
to introduce the Wigner transform. We define the
Wigner transform ofthe equilibrium density matrix
by

f(x,p,/3) p x r/, x + r/,/3 exp(ir/, p)drl.

(99)

The equilibrium Wigner function 9t satisfies the
transformed initial value problem

where the n’$ are the normalized eigenfunctions
of the Hamiltonian H satisfying

_h2

/n2/)n O/3n A Yn -[-- g2/)n

lbn(r)[Zdr 1.
(96)

Rewriting Eq. (95), and using the same symbol for
the operator p as for its integral kernel, gives

f p(r,s)f(s)ds,

p(r, s) g(/n)3n(r)fln(S).
n

(97)

The goal of this section is to derive approximate
formulae for the integral kernel p in the case of
Boltzmann distributed states when the distribution
function gis given by g(A) exp[-(A/r)]. The appro-
ach for this approximation will be via the Bloch
equation [6]. A direct calculation shows that the
integral kernel p of the operator e-/, as defined
in Eq. (97), satisfies the initial value problem

It is the Bloch equation in the form (100) from
which asymptotic approximations are most easily
derived. In order to do so we first introduce scales
bringing Eq. (100) into a dimensionless form. The
spatial scales will be given by the variation of the
potential. The potential V of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (96) consists of two parts. We have already
seen in the previous section that the barriers
should be included in the equilibrium solution.
Thus we set V V + Uin Eqs. (96) and (100) where
V is the piecewise constant barrier potential and
U is a potential which scales the amplitude of the
equilibrium distribution function f. We denote
the spatial scales and amplitudes of these poten-
tials by Lv, L, U, and VB, and define the corre-
spondingly scaled potentials by

h2 e
(v(r) +

p(r, s, O) 6(r- s).
(98) (x)u(x) (x)v (x) f,.v 

(101)
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We scale /3 by 1 and p by x/--T-. We there-
fore scale the equilibrium Wigner function by
f(x,p, )= h-3f((x/Lu), (p/x/N), T0/) giving
the scaled Bloch equation

/2h2
Ogt(x,p,/3) Axf

e[ula- e[v]a, (102)

2(x,p,/ O) 1, (103)

O[Us] A[ ( hA ) ( hA )1
(104)

of f depend on the spatial variable x only through
its zero and second order moments, which we de-
note by the vector co (COl, co2) (Mf, trM2f), and
through the barrier potential Vs. Thus we expand
the solution of Eq. (102) in the form

a(x,p, , , ) a(x,p, , ),
k=O

(107)

and use this result to write the equilibrium distribu-
tion function as

O[VsB] A[vs(x h )=- +% +v -i%
(105)

h er f’ Ls
h=Ls----o, a =--o, e =--, A=--.Lu (106)

Thus h now denotes the Planck constant in units
corresponding to the ambient temperature To and
the spatial scale of the barrier potential, and A
is the size of the mean field potential energy in
units corresponding to the ambient temperature.
The scaled equilibrium distribution function is now
obtained by evaluating f at /3= To/T. The ba-
sic assumption of the following development is
that the potential U varies slowly in space com-
pared to the barrier potential V, and that the bar-
rier potential is small compared to U, i.e., e << 1,
A << 1. We will assume a situation where the scaled
Planck constant is O(1) on the length scale of the
barriers, implying that quantum effects are main-
ly important close to the barrier. That is we will
derive asymptotic approximations for the regime
A O(1), h O(1), e << 1, A << 1. Henceforth we
will drop the subscript s.

Moreover, instead of deriving a straightforward
expansion of the equilibrium Wigner function f in
powers of the parameters e and A, we will, as in
the previous section, derive a Chapman-Enskog
type expansion where the terms in the expansion

a(x,p, , , ;,) (,, v,p, , ),
k=O

e;(, v,p, , ) (,, v,p,).
j=O

(108)

We note that formally replacing A by -A in Eq.
(102) does not change the equation and hence
we can expand in only even powers of A. The
Chapman-Enskog expansion of the Bloch equa-
tion (102) yields the following

PROPOSITION 2 The equilibrium distribution func-
tion f is asymptotically given in terms of its mo-
ment vector w=(M,trME)gt and the barrier
potential V by the expression

a(x,p,/3) oo(,P) + A201 (,P) + e4,1o(o,p, V)
+ o(A2) + o(), (109)

with the functions oo, (01, and tl0 given by

Coo(co,p) (,01 () 3/2 0exp( 3c01

(110)

h2(0)3/2(0)0301 (o:,p) -o31 exp - Ipl 2

(02x.H)[p.p. ___,p,:2], (111)
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H :-- lno31 --ln (112)

where the dependence of q10 on the barrier potential
Vs is of a functionalform involving the pseudo-dif-
ferential operators S, Fo, and !z defined by

sinh(p. )exp[ 2 2]- [pl
(114)

(115)

The symbols of the operators Fo and F2 are related
to the moments of the symbol of the operator S in
the momentum direction via

MS() (27r)3/21-’o(),
MZs() (2-)3/2[ro()I + 1-’2()scr].

(117)

We defer the proof of Proposition 2 to the end
of this section. For the Chapman-Enskog expan-
sion of the Wigner-Boltzmann equation in Section
2 we will need all the second order moments of
this asymptotic solution of the Bloch equation ex-
pressed in terms of the moment vector o3; i.e., we

will need the full matrix M2f consisting of the
integrals fpjPkfdp, j, k= 1,2, 3 in order to close
the system. Since we have used a slightly differ-
ent scaling of the equilibrium Wigner function f
to derive the asymptotic expression (109), we will
reverse this scaling before we compute the stress
tensor. In unscaled variables the approximation
(109) is given by

b00 + tO1 + q10 + O(/2) + O(E),
o3 (m, trmZ)f,

(118)

q00 O31 " exp [pl 2 0 :=
O32

(119)

(120)

(121)

(122)

The stress tensor P pC / h2po. is now obtained
by computing the second order moment matrix
M9 of each of the above expressions. The second
order moments of the shape functions b satisfy

O32(MEoo)jk -- 6jk, (123)
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(M2qSOl)j/ colO OxkH -5 SjkAxH

3co0;---
032

meh2

(MZqS10)jk 0col 12 {30xjk 6jkAx}

1-’2 -- Vx (x),

(124)

(125)

and P is obtained from evaluating Eqs. (123)-
(125) at Col=n and co2=mw and dividing by the
mass m. Splitting PQ into PQ--pQl+ pQ2, corre-
sponding to the terms q01 and 410, gives

P -w 6j, (126)

pl 4mw 5 6jAxH
(127)

H= -lnn+ln 3n

en2
{30xjk 6jAx}p2 4--w

Vx)V (x).2iv/mw/3n
(128)

Thus, using the expressions in Eq. (126) for the
stress tensor PQ= pQ1 nt pQ2 in Eq. (61), the quan-
tum hydrodynamic system is closed and a solu-
tion can be computed in terms of the primary
variables n, u, and w. From a physical standpoint
it is desirable to express the internal energy density
w in terms of a temperature T. Mathematically,
this just corresponds to a simple change of vari-
ables once a relation between w and T (an equa-
tion of state) is defined. The form of this equation
of state, i.e., the definition of temperature, is a
question of physical modeling which cannot be
answered self-consistently in the context of a mo-
ment expansion. We can however use the same
Chapman-Enskog expansion used in the derivation
of Eqs. (126)-(128) to define temperature in terms
of the "quantum Maxwellian" , by relating w to

the quantity/3 in the Bloch equation and setting

= lIT. This is somewhat questionable, since
inherently in the definition of e-n/-/, /3 has to be
a constant. One has to argue that the constant/3
is replaced by a slowly varying function, which
allows for the definition of a local Maxwellian
without which the definition of a temperature in
the sense of fluid dynamics would not be possi-
ble. In scaled variables the equation of state is then
given by the following

PROPOSITION 3 In the regime considered in this
section the secondmoment co2 TrM2ft is given asym-
ptotically in terms of the zero order moment

COl=Mf and the inverse temperature by the
equation ofstate

(129)

The proof of Proposition 3 is also deferred to
the end of this section. If we revert to unscaled
variables in Eq. (129), set COl n and CO2 mw, and
set the unscaled variable/3 to/3= l/T, we obtain

h2n
Ax Tln nw 3nT- 12m---- 2rcmT

eh2n ( h ) V,+ AxP2 2ix/-- Vx (x), (130)

which can be used as an equation of state expres-
sing the internal energy density w in terms of the
temperature T. If we use Eq. (130) to express the
stress tensors pC, pQ in terms of temperature we
obtain

(131)
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P 12roT -H=Tln[l(27rmT)3/2]_n h2

en
{30 Ax}pe

12mT

r2 2ix/__m_Vx (x),

(132)

(133)

The solution ofEq. (137) can be computed asympto-
tically by setting A =0. For the zero order term
we obtain

0Ft00 (x, p,/3) [plZfl00 AUf00,

ftoo(x,p, O) 1,
(140)

giving in zero order the classical Maxwellian

where we have neglected O(h4) terms and simply
replaced w by 3nT in Eqs. (132) and (133). Rear-
ranging slightly and moving the O(h2) terms from
pC to PQ gives

P nTSjk + h2pQl’nt- h2PQ2’, (134)

Q,, n
Oxjk", "=Tln [l{2rmT3/2]-

jk 12mT \ Jh2

(135)

ft00 (x, p, /3) exp [-lpl2

COl Mfoo exp[-a/3u],
(141)

3() 3/2

030 TrM2foo - exp[-A/3U]. (142)

This lets us express U and /3 in terms of the
moment vector co as

2’enoxjkF2( )gB4mT 2ix/Vx (x). (136)

We close the paper by proving Propositions 2
and 3 via the Chapman-Enskog expansion of the
equilibrium distribution function.

Proof of Proposition 2 Setting e 0 in Eq. (102)
gives for the zero order term

A2h2
%ao(x,p, ) -AxaO 5 Ipl2a O[U]ao,

fto(x,p,/3 0) 1, (137)

O[U] =[uA(x[ +-thAvp)+U(x ---hA VP) ]
(138)

/3= coco AU= -In -ln 2r03o
(143)

and from now on the potential U and the inverse
temperature/3 are given in terms of the parameter
03oo. Thus we obtain the zero order shape function

4oo as

(3031) 3/2 (30312)oo(w,P) 031 27r032
exp Ipl

(144)

For the next term in the expansion of f0 we obtain
the initial value problem

Since the potential U is assumed to be sufficiently
smooth the operator O can be approximated by
Taylor expansion in A giving

O[U] AU(x)
AZhZA

8 E 02 UO2pu 0(/4)X#u
#u

(139) 01 (x,p, 0) 0.

(145)

(146)
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Using foo as an integrating factor in Eq. (145) we
obtain

aOl (x,p, 3) aoo(x,p, 3) aoo(x,p,

[ xoo(x,p,)

hZA 2+ (o)ooo(x,p,) a

aoo(x,p, fl) 27xg + AT2IVxUI2

h2A [ f12 Aft 2oo(x,p,) 6xe.lVxel

u

(47)

In order to obtain the first order term o in the
Chapman-Enskog expansion of we have to write

(floo + 2o)(x,p, 3)
(oo + A2o)( + A2w,P), (148)

where ;001 is the moment vector of ’201. Expanding
Eq. (148) up to order O(A2) gives

o (OO,p),o (OO,p) o(,p, :)
J

(149)

If we express fol and its moments ;0Ol in terms of
;000 we obtain the right-hand side of Eq. (149). In
order to simplify the calculation we first rewrite

fol separating the terms depending explicitly on
p from the others. We write 9t01 as

o (x,p, ) r +,Ku:,G.... (150)

ro h: woo- (-3/32AxH + IVxH[2),
/3 exp(G-- (-)

3/2 (151)

(152)

11 ;0100 3 (fl)] 3;00H=AU=- -In -51n /3= ;0200
(153)

Introducing the vector n=(1, Ip[2), the moments
;0Ol are now given by

;071 f ij
O dp gOqj _[.. K..R:...I

qj f jGdp Rjuu f tjG#udp. (154)

and from Eq. (149) the first order shape function

t01 is given by

0oobOl (w,p)= Ko GO- . O;0j
;0OO qj

J

0oo ]
#u j

(155)

Computing the moments qj and Rju gives

3 6"_._Z" 56..
ql 1, q2 , R1/u /3 R2#u /2 (156)

and for the derivatives of boo with respect to ;0 we
obtain

/3 exp(- [piE)0t00(9;01 (;000)__ (_)3/2
5 2] (157)

0b (w)1/30w2(_) 3/2
exp ( [p[2)

2 tpl2] (158)
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Inserting Eqs. (156)-(158) into Eq. (155) gives

01 (co,p) ’col exp [pl 2

H=? -lnl-gln 0=.
2

(159)

(160)

We now turn our attention to the first order term

fl in e. ftl satisfies the initial value problem

A2h2
Ofl (x,p, /3) Axfl - [p]2

[[vB]’0, ’1 (x,p, O) O,
(161)

O[U] A[ ( hA ) ( hA )]= u x+57% +u x-sf%
(162)

o[vB] A[: vs(x h ) (x h
X+% + X %

(163)

To compute the zero order term in A of Eq. (164),
i.e., to compute "10, we set A=0 and obtain

h2
OHflO(Y,p,/) - Ay"10 IPI2Q10

AU(0)Qo O[Vn]Qoo, (167)

o[vB]00 A:[VB(Y+2i P)
+V y-Vp a00(0,p,fl). (168)

Because of the Maxwellian form of oo the term
O[V]floo can be computed exactly in terms of the
spatial Fourier transform of the barrier potential
Vs. Using the definition of the pseudo-differential
operator O[V] we obtain

v y+% aoo(O,p,)=

(2)-3/2 V y + oo(0, , )
exp(i .p)d, (169)

where oo(0, ,) is, because of Eq. (141), given by

On this spatial scale "1 will exhibit rapid variation
near x 0 because of the dependence of VB on x/A
in Eq. (163). It is therefore necessary to rescale x
and write the first order term as 9t1 fl(X/A,p, ).
Written in the rescaled spatial variable y x/A, Eqs.
(161)-(163) read

h2
OzOl (y,p,/3) yal [pl2al

o[vB]ao, a (y,p, O) O,
(164)

O[Ulal A[ ( hA )=g u ay+N%

+ U Ay-V al(y,p, fl), (165)

A hO[V]o [V (y + V,)
h(y-

(166)

fi00(0,,,)

fexp(-AU(O)-lpl2-i7"p)dp()3/
coo(0) exp ( 112’

Inserting Eq. (170) into Eq. (169) yields

VB "+’-iiVP aO0 (O,p,)

o[v"] aoo (O, p, )

=Aexp(-AU(O))G(pVy)Vn(y)

+ exp ( [P- 12)]

(170)

(171)

(172)

(173)
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Equation (167) can now be solved by using the
Green’s function of the Laplace operator or, equi-
valently, by simply Fourier transforming the equa-
tion in the spatial variable y. Denoting the
Fourier transform of fao with g and the Fourier
transform of VB with Z, this gives the initial value
problem

h21l2

03g(-,p,) --g--lplZg-aU(O)g

-aexp(-a3u(0))G(p,h)Z(), (174)

g(,p,/3 0) =0, (175)

which has as a solution

g(,p,)
hp sinh(_flp.)

exp[ 3h21’2 fllpl2- AU(O)IZ(8 2

(176)

After back Fourier transformation 10 can be writ-
ten as a smoothing operator acting on the barrier
potential VB. Expressing the exponential of U in
terms of the zero order moment w, this gives

() 3/2C0100al0(y,p, 3) -A (0)

/3S (V/-p h vy VB y (177)

sinh(p.)exp[ 2 2]S(p, ) I[ Ip[

(178)

S is a smoothing operator because of the decay of
the symbol in the frequency variable (. Proceeding
in the same way as before, we obtain the expres-
sion for the shape function qOl from expanding the
equation

(’-00 nt- /2-01 n1- e10)(x,p,/3) +’’"
(q00 -t- /2q01 -- E10)(WOO -- A2COO1%- C010 + ...,p, gB) +...

(179)

in powers of A and e. As before, this gives

qS10(w00,p, VB) al0(x,p, fl)_. o00o (00,p))0. (180)

Again we separate 9tlO into terms depending on p
and the rest, writing ftlO as

h,/- )v"10 -KS V/-p ---t y y

K Aft (0),
(181)

yielding for the moments"

(182)

rl()

3/2

/ S(p,

3/2

f IpI2S(p, )dp.
(183)

Inserting this into Eq. (180) gives

fS10 (w,p, VB)

co(O)(-2S(v/-p,-y)-+-exp(-[pl2),
2i YJ

yj]}v"(y),
3:= 0. (84),(185)
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Replacing y by x/A, we obtain for q01:

0
flPlO(W,p, VB) AO(-- ) 3/2

+ exp I1

/ )[(St0 rl) y7y

+ O]p12(
(hY) )VB(y)’y=

30 :=-, (186),(187)
2

where we committed an O(A) error in replacing
co(0) by COl(Ay)in Eq. (181).

It remains to compute the moments of the
smoothing operator S, i.e., the operators I’o and
I’1. Calculating moments of the symbol S is ac-
tually easier if it is written in a slightly differ-
ent form. Using the fact that (O/07)[(1/p. )sinh
(TP" )] cosh(Tp. ), we obtain

S(p, ) cosh(7p )

I1 Ipl = d7exp

!=200 exp [ I"2 (’y: 1)

( )] (188)

giving for the moments of S:

I’o() (27r) -3/2 f S(p, )dp

f01 exp [12 (72 1)1 d"/, (189)

f foplPuS(P.{)dp (271") 3/2

exp []2 (72- 1)]d7
(2)3/2 6,ur0() + 5.r2()

(190)

I’2() 7
2 exp aT, (191)

and therefore
In summary, the approximate solution of the

Bloch equation (102) can be written as a function
of its moments and the barrier potential as

a(x,p,/) 00(03,P) nt- "2bO1 (03,P)
-+- 10(03,P, vB) nt- O(/2) q’- 0(),

(192)

[(1, [pl2)f(x,p, )dp (M, trM2)ft, (193)
J

0)
3/2

)00(03.P) 031 exp -lpl2 (194)

h2(O)3/2Q 0 )q5ol (03,p)= -03 exp ]pl 2 0

(195)

(0) 3/2
blO(03,p,VB)= AO 031

{-2S(x/-p, hV/O
Vy

+exp -[p[

[(2 0 - Ayr2/
y Ipl2yP2

(hY)]}VB(y)]y=x/A’
(196)
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310=, (197)
2

where the dependence of f on the barrier potential
V is of a functional form involving the pseudo-
differential operators S, 10, and 11 defined in Eqs.
(178) and (183).

Proof of Proposition 3 From the Chapman-En-
skog expansion in the preceding proof the pa-
rameter 2 TrM2f w0 + ,221 -I- e0 can be
expressed asymptotically in terms of/3 and the
zero order moment Wl TrMf 0 + 21 +
EI0 as

2 goo(wl,/3) + AZgol (1,
+ eglo(wl,/3, VB) + o(A2) + o(e).

(198)

Expanding the left- and right-hand sides gives for
the functions goo, gol, and glo

oo goo (o,/3),
1 Ow, goo(w,/3)1

+ gol (1,
(199)

w Owgoo(w, fl)wl + go(w, ). (200)

All the moments in Eqs. (199), (200) have al-
ready been computed. Thus we essentially have
only to read the result of the previous expansion
backwards. From the proof of Proposition 2 we
have

(_) 3/2

w 3w (201)Cal exp[-A/3U],

 011-  010 I 2/32 A/331VxUI21 (202)

(203)

hx/ Vy) gB (y) ly--x/,wl -AZr 2i
(204)

a;210-- -ACdl [3F0- h-fl/kyF21
(h/-y) gB(y)ly=x/-Ti-,

Inserting Eqs. (201)- (205) into Eqs. (199), (200)
gives

301g00(Wl,/)
/

(206)

go (Wl,/3) --Wl/3Ax -ln
(207)

gl0(O1, fl, gB) Awl Aye2

( hx/-Vy)2i VB(y)lY=X/a’ (208)

which proves Proposition 3.
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